TERMS & CONDITIONS
Manitoba Sheep Association Terms and Conditions apply.
In addition please note the following in relation to these awards:
1. The Promoter
The promoter is MSA, 5203 Clarence Street, Narol, MB., R1C 0B8;
E-mail: mb@mbsheep.ca Phone No 1-204-421-9434
2. Eligibility
The competition is free to enter and open for all photographers globally.
Entrants under the age of 16 at the closing date of the competition must gain the permission of a parent
or guardian to enter the competition.
It is the responsibility of each entrant (and the entrant's parent or guardian) to ensure that they have
read and will abide by these rules and MSA’s terms and conditions. By submitting an entry, each
entrant (and the entrant's parent or guardian) agrees to these rules, that their entry complies with these
rules, and that they will be liable to the Promoter and their licensees in respect of any damages or
losses incurred as a breach of the Rules.
3. Submission Rules
All entries must be submitted via email. No entries will be accepted by post.
All images should be the result of a single image and any major alterations should be avoided.
Excessive cloning out/removal of elements within the image, merging two images or more and
replacing backgrounds are all examples of processes that will invalidate an entry in all categories.
Adjustment to levels, curves, colour balance, colour saturation, dodging and burning, selective
adjustments using layers and blemish and dust spot removal are all examples of acceptable
manipulation.
Full guidelines on permissible image sizes and types, and what image manipulation and retouching is
allowed are provided on the Preparing Your Images page on this website.
The Promoter reserves the right to request from the entrant a copy of the original camera file and a
screengrab of their editing software showing other images from the same shoot, and to eliminate
entries where such a request is ignored or where it is suspected that the rules have been infringed.

MSA reserves the right, in their sole discretion, to disqualify or remove any entry that does not comply
with the rules, at any stage of the awards.
4. Prize
5 winners of two (2) tickets of the 2018 Brandon Winter Fair
5 Competition Judging
Once the entry period has closed, the panel of judges will convene to determine the prize winners. The
winners will be announced on the MSA website on March 19th, 2018, prior to the Manitoba Winter Fair.
6. Copyright and permissions
All imagery MUST be the exclusive work and property of the submitting photographer and may not
include any element that is the copyright of another. The Copyright for each image entered will remain
with the submitting photographer. By entering the Competition and submitting your photograph(s), you
hereby grant the MSA, a non-exclusive, irrevocable license to use your photograph(s) for any purpose
connected with the Manitoba Sheep Association and its activities and also including (but not limited to):
(a) judging the Competition (b) displaying the winning entries and runners up in a public forum
promoting MSA (c) inclusion within the Website, MSA Sheep Sense publication or similar (d) inclusion
within any materials promoting the Manitoba Sheep Industry and its producers.
Any photograph used by MSA shall carry a credit line. Any failure to provide such credit line shall not be
deemed to be a breach, as long as MSA uses its reasonable endeavors to rectify such failure within a
reasonable period from the date of notice of such failure.
7. Publicity
You agree to participate in related publicity and to the use of your name and likeness for the purposes
of advertising, promotion and publicity without additional compensation.
8. Liabilities
MSA is excluded from liability for any loss, damage or injury which might occur to any of the winners
arising from their acceptance of the prizes. Entrants indemnify the MSA for all liabilities, including legal
costs, in relation to any action or complaint taken by any third party against the MSA in relation to the
entrant’s photograph(s).
9. General
MSA reserves the right to cancel this Competition. MSA reserves the right to amend these Terms and
Conditions. These Terms and Conditions shall be governed by English law. When a photograph is
submitted and the entry date has passed, the entry cannot be changed or withdrawn. Entry to the
Awards shall be deemed full and unconditional acceptance of the terms & conditions

